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Abstrat

In the most seismially ative region of Hungary, an earthquake of ML 4.5 ourred near

the town of Oroszlány on 29 January 2011. The mainshok was followed by more than 200

aftershoks. This event is the �rst earthquake in the ountry above ML 4 that was reorded on

a signi�ant number of three-omponent digital seismi stations. Aording to the inversion of

arrival times, the hypoenter of the mainshok was at a depth of about 5 km near Oroszlány with

horizontal errors of about 1.5 km. The aftershoks were on�ned to a small region next to the

mainshok. For the main event, we obtained an average moment magnitude of Mw = 4.2, P- and

S-wave soure radii of rP = 970 m and rS = 972 m, and stati stress drops of ∆σP = 6.67×105
Pa

and ∆σS = 17.60×105
Pa from the analysis of P- and S-wave displaement spetra, respetively.

The retrieved spetral soure parameters for the investigated events agree well with the results

of earlier researh. We have also shown that our loal waveform inversion method applied in

this study is suitable to estimate the earthquake soure mehanism for low-magnitude events

using loal waveforms exlusively. The moment tensor omputed for the mainshok from loal

waveform data shows a strike-slip mehanism with a north�south-striking and an east�west-

striking nodal plane, agreeing well with regional moment tensor solutions of other agenies. The

soure mehanisms of four aftershoks with ML ≥ 2 were also suessfully estimated. Three of
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them had strike-slip mehanism very similar to that of the mainshok, whereas the fourth one

was a thrust faulting event with some strike-slip omponent. The sub-horizontal P-axis struk

about north-east�south-west for both the mainshok and all the analyzed aftershoks, oiniding

with the general trend of the ompressional stress �eld in the epientral region.

Introdution

In the entral part of the Pannonian basin (mainly oupied by Hungary), seismi ativity an be

haraterized as moderate. The seismiity pattern in Hungary shows that earthquakes are restrited

to the upper part of the rust and the ontrol by pre-existing fault zones is strongly masked by the

random hypoentral distribution due to the general weakness of the lithosphere. However, there are

ertain areas where the likelihood of earthquake ourrene is higher and where signi�ant, destru-

tive earthquakes ourred in the last enturies. The most notable events are the M6.2 Komárom

(1763, I = 8.5), the M5.4 Mór (1810, I = 8), the M5.6 Keskemét (1911, I = 8), the M5.3 Eger

(1925, I = 7.5), the M5.6 Dunaharaszti (1956, I = 8), the M4.9 Berhida (1985, I = 7), and the

M4.5 Oroszlány (2011, I = 6) earthquakes (Zsíros, 2000) (Fig. 1). Statistial studies show that four

to �ve 2.5-3.5 magnitude earthquakes an be expeted every year in the ountry, whih an be felt

near the epienter, but ause no damage (Tóth et al., 2002). Events ausing light damage our

every 15-20 years, whereas stronger, more damaging (M = 5.5−6) quakes happen about every 40-50

years.

The Berhida - Mór - Komárom (BMK) region in north-west Hungary (Fig. 1) is the most seis-

mially ative zone of the ountry. In the last 250 years, four signi�ant earthquakes ourred in

this area. Moreover, numerous small-magnitude earthquakes indiate that seismi ativity is persis-

tent. From neotetoni point of view, this seismogeni zone is part of the region where the 1.2-1.3

mm/year movement of the East Alpine�Northwest Pannonian rustal unit towards north-east dire-

tion dereases and many poorly onstrained strutural elements exist there (Grenerzy et al., 2000,

2005; Fodor et al., 2005).

In the seismially ative BMK region, an earthquake of loal magnitude ML 4.5 ourred near

the town of Oroszlány on the 29th of January, 2011. The earthquake was strongly felt in Oroszlány

and neighboring villages, where it aused minor damage. The earthquake was also felt further away

aross northwestern Hungary, even in the apital ity of Budapest. Before the end of Marh, the
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mainshok was followed by more than 200 aftershoks, four of whih having ML ≥ 2. The largest

aftershok had a magnitude of ML 2.7. The maroseismi intensity of the main event was as large

as 6 on the European Maroseismi Sale.

Sine the middle of the 1990s, several digital seismologial stations have been installed in Hun-

gary. At the time of the Oroszlány earthquake, a total of 6 permanent broad-band stations and 9

short-period ones were operational in Hungary. This event is, therefore, the �rst earthquake in the

ountry above loal magnitude ML 4 that was reorded on a signi�ant number of three-omponent

digital seismographs. Here we utilize these data in the analysis of the mainshok and its aftershoks.

Two temporary short-period stations were also deployed after the main event in order to better

reord the aftershoks.

In this paper we analyze all seismi data available to us for the Oroszlány mainshok and its

aftershoks in order to (1) determine their hypoenter loations by the inversion of arrival times; (2)

estimate their salar moments, soure radii and stati stress drops from spetral analysis and (3)

determine the soure mehanism (full moment tensor) of the main event and the ML ≥ 2 aftershoks

using loal waveform inversion. Reliable knowledge of earthquake soure properties is essential to

better understand the present-day tetoni proesses harateristi to the soure area. The available

data set also presents us with an opportunity to show that our reently developed loal waveform

inversion method (Wéber, 2006, 2009) is suitable to estimate the earthquake soure mehanism for

low-magnitude loal events.

Data

At the time of the Oroszlány earthquake, the Hungarian National Seismologial Network (HNSN)

operated by the Kövesligethy Radó Seismologial Observatory (KRSO) omprised 6 permanent

broad-band stations and 2 short-period ones. Moreover, we had aess to the data of 7 additional

short-period stations that were part of the Paks Miroseismi Monitoring Network (PMMN) (Fig. 1).

The broad-band stations were equipped with three-omponent Strekeisen STS-2 seismometers

with natural period of 120 s, whereas the HNSN short-period stations used three-omponent Kine-

metris SS-1 sensors with natural frequeny of 1 Hz. At the PMMN stations three-omponent 1 Hz

Lennartz LE-3D geophones were deployed.

Between the 1st of February and the 13th of April, 2011, two temporary stations (BOKD and
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VSOM, Fig. 1) were also operated by the KRSO in ooperation with the Eötvös Loránd Geophysial

Institute (ELGI) in order to better reord the aftershoks. These short-period stations were equipped

with Reftek L4 seismometers with natural frequeny of 2 Hz. Just as important, seismologial data

were also available from the neighboring ountries and international agenies.

Hypoenter loation

The mainshok was well reorded on seismi stations aross Hungary, and also aross eastern and

entral Europe. The nearest reording station was PKSG (Gánt), only about 8 kilometers from the

epienter (Fig. 1). The greatest aftershoks were also deteted by most stations in the ountry, and

after the deployment of the two temporary stations BOKD and VSOM, many small events were

reorded by at least four seismographs.

We manually piked P-wave arrival times from vertial-omponent data and S-wave arrival times

from horizontal-omponent data where possible. For estimating hypoentral loations, we onsidered

those events only that had at least four P-wave and four S-wave time readings. Data from seismi

stations with epientral distane greater than about 300 km were not taken into aount in the

loalization proedure. After applying these seletion riteria, a total of 22 P- and 11 S-wave

arrivals were used for loating the mainshok and we found 67 aftershoks with the desired number

of high-quality arrival time data.

The hypoentral loations were omputed using the probabilisti non-linear NonLinLo software

pakage (Lomax et al., 2000). We employed the ot-tree importane sampling algorithm to map the

posterior probability density funtion (PPDF) of the earthquake loation ompletely and e�iently

(Lomax and Curtis, 2001). For onstruting the PPDF, we applied the Equal Di�erential Time

(EDT) likelihood funtion. The main advantage of this formalism is that beause the PPDF depends

neither on the estimate of origin time nor on the residual root mean square, residual outliers are

objetively deteted and leaned out from the original data set without any iterative proess or

subjetive weighting (Font et al., 2004). For alulating theoretial travel times, we used a reently

developed one-dimensional (1D) veloity model (Table 1) onstruted from arrival time data of

earthquakes and ontrolled explosions for the territory of Hungary (Grázer and Wéber, 2012).

In the loalization proedure, we performed two runs of NonLinLo. After the �rst run, using

the resulting arrival time residuals for all event�station pairs, we alulated the average residuals for
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both the P-waves and the S-waves at eah station. Then, for the seond run, we used these average

residuals as station orretions to ahieve the �nal hypoentral loations (see the NonLinLo man-

ual). The hypoentral parameters of the mainshok and the seleted 67 aftershoks are summarized

in Table 2 and in Figs 2 and 3.

Fig. 2 shows the epienter of the mainshok and its 90 per ent on�dene ellipse, together with

the satter density plot of the resulting hypoenter PPDF. The �gure demonstrates that the solution

is somewhat better onstrained in the west-east diretion than in the north-south one. The estimated

horizontal errors are of the order of 1.5 km. Our solution is situated within a few kilometers from

the solutions given by the U.S. Geologial Survey (USGS) National Earthquake Information Center

(NEIC), the European-Mediterranean Seismologial Centre (EMSC), the International Seismologial

Centre (ISC), as well as the KRSO (Grázer et al., 2012). We onsider our solution to be better, as

it is based on more loal stations, areful phase piking, and a reent loal veloity model.

The hypoentral depth was estimated at 5.1 km with a 90 per ent on�dene of 1.6 km. Gen-

erally, depth determination requires one or more stations with epientral distane less than twie

the event depth, whih is the ase here. The relatively small unertainty in the event depth may be

attributed to this favorable ondition.

Fig. 3 depits the epientral distribution of the mainshok and its seleted 67 aftershoks as

published in the Hungarian National Seismologial Bulletin (HNSB, Grázer et al., 2012) and as

determined in this study. Epienters estimated by routine observatory data proessing show high

satter and an apparent linear trend an be observed in their distribution. Our solutions, on the

other hand, are on�ned to a small region of a few squared kilometers and their distribution does

not show any partiular trend. Considering the size of the resulting epientral error ellipses we

an safely onlude that the earthquakes studied in this paper ourred pratially in the same

small-sale seismogeni zone.

The foal depths of the aftershoks are mainly on�ned to the region of 6�8 km. For events that

ourred before the deployment of the temporal seismi stations BOKD and VSOM (Fig. 1), the

obtained epienters are generally better onstrained in the west-east diretion than in the north-

south one. On the other hand, after installing the two stations on 1 February, the reliability of

the retrieved epientral oordinates inreased onsiderably, espeially in the north�south diretion

(Table 2).
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Spetral soure parameters

In this setion we invert the displaement spetra of P- and S-wave seismograms for low-frequeny

spetral level and, when possible, orner frequeny using the standard Brune's model (Brune, 1970).

Then we ompute seismi moment, soure dimension, and stati stress drop of the analyzed events.

Our data set onsists of the mainshok and 24 aftershoks with su�ient signal-to-noise ratio. We

follow the methodology desribed in Süle and Wéber (2013).

After instrumental orretion, the observed displaement amplitude spetrum U(f,R) at a

hypoentral distane R an be desribed as

U(f,R) = G(R) · A(f, t) · S(f) (1)

where f is the frequeny, t the travel time, G(R) the attenuation due to geometrial spreading, A(f, t)

the anelasti attenuation, and S(f) the amplitude soure spetrum. Anelasti attenuation an be

divided into two parts. The �rst term desribes the path-dependent attenuation with Q(f) being

the frequeny-dependent quality fator, whereas the seond term is the near-surfae attenuation

haraterized by the κ parameter (Singh et al., 1982):

A(f, t) = exp

(

−
πft

Q(f)

)

· exp(−πfκ) (2)

In this study we used the average attenuation models of QP (f) = 154f0.92
and QS(f) = 77f0.92

for

P- and S-waves, respetively (Süle and Wéber, 2013).

Near-surfae attenuation an be estimated from seismi waveforms reorded at short hypoen-

tral distanes, where the path-dependent attenuation in equation (2) is not signi�ant (Havskov et

al., 2003; Havskov and Ottemöller, 2010). For frequenies below the orner frequeny, κ an be

determined from the slope of the displaement spetrum plotted in a semi-logarithmi diagram. For

estimating near-surfae e�ets, we seleted all the available event-station pairs from our data set

for whih epientral distane is less than 25 km and the event size is small enough to have a orner

frequeny as high as possible. This latter riteria is neessary for performing reliable data �tting in

the usable frequeny range. After analyzing 34 seismograms of two stations, we obtained κ values

between 0.01 and 0.04 s with a mean of 0.016±0.013 s for P-waves and between 0.02 and 0.04 s with
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a mean of 0.026±0.008 s for S-waves. These values are slightly smaller than those determined as an

average for the whole territory of Hungary (Süle and Wéber, 2013), probably beause the seismi

stations used in the present study are all installed on hard limestone.

After orreting for anelasti attenuation and geometrial spreading, the displaement amplitude

spetrum Ucorr(f) an be written as

Ucorr(f) =
A0

1 +
(

f
fc

)2
(3)

where the term on the right-hand side is the amplitude soure spetrum with low-frequeny spetral

level A0 and orner frequeny fc (Brune, 1970; Hanks and Wyss, 1972). Considering P- and S-wave

data separately, after estimating the spetral parameters A0 and fc by a grid searh algorithm, we

�rst alulated the salar seismi moment (MP
0
and MS

0
) for eah event-station pair. Then, for eah

event, the average values and the multipliative error fators for the seismi moment and orner

frequeny were omputed. Calulations were made using P- and S-wave data separately, following

the equations proposed by Arhuleta et al. (1982):

x = alog

(

1

N

N
∑

i=1

log xi

)

(4)

StDev[log x] =

(

1

N − 1

N
∑

i=1

(log xi − log x)2
)1/2

(5)

Ex = alog(StDev[log x]) (6)

where x stands for MP,S
0

or fP,S
c , x denotes the mean of x, N is the number of the stations used,

StDev[.] is the standard deviation of the argument, and Ex is the multipliative error fator for x.

We also omputed the moment magnitude Mw from the average seismi moment M0 (omputed

as the logarithmi mean of the MP
0 and MS

0 values) aording to the de�nition of Hanks and

Kanamori (1979):

Mw =
2

3
log M0 − 6.03 (7)

where M0 is measured in Nm. All of the average soure parameters and the multipliative error fa-

tors, along with the moment magnitudes, are listed in Table 3. Unfortunately, for 13 low-magnitude

aftershoks, the estimation of fc was unsuessful due to the high orner frequeny and the insu�-
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ient sampling rate.

For the mainshok, we obtained seismi moments of MP
0 = 1.38 × 1015

Nm and MS
0 = 3.68 ×

1015
Nm with an average moment magnitude of Mw = 4.2. The retrieved orner frequenies are

fP
c = 1.9 Hz and fS

c = 1.3 Hz, the soure radii are rP = 970 m and rS = 972 m, and the stati

stress drops are ∆σP = 6.67 × 105
Pa and ∆σS = 17.60 × 105

Pa.

Reently, Süle and Wéber (2013) have spetrally analyzed 50 earthquakes that ourred in Hun-

gary. Their data set an be signi�antly expanded in the low-magnitude range with the results

obtained in the present study. The new data do not hange the observed trends and onlusions

published previously. The following remarks refer to the ombination of the two data sets.

Generally, MP
0 is slightly smaller than MS

0 : the logarithmi mean of the MP
0 /MS

0 ratio is 0.97.

Broadly speaking, orner frequeny dereases with inreasing seismi moment and fP
c is basially

larger than fS
c , with an average ratio of 1.59 ± 0.54. The retrieved soure radii have an average

rP /rS
ratio of 1.04 ± 0.38. Inspeting Fig. 4 it an be observed that soure radius inreases with

inreasing moment. The obtained relations for r versus M0 are:

log rP = (0.27 ± 0.03) · log MP
0 − (1.02 ± 0.33) (8)

and

log rS = (0.24 ± 0.02) · log MS
0 − (0.72 ± 0.31) (9)

with orrelation oe�ients of 0.83 and 0.82, respetively. If self-similarity holds, it follows that

log r ∝ 1/3 · log M0. The slopes of the regression lines in equations (8) and (9) are learly smaller

than the theoretial value of 1/3, espeially in the ase of S-waves. At the same time, the orrelation

oe�ients between seismi moment and stati stress drop are very low: only 0.35 for P-waves and

0.48 for S-waves. Based on these observations and taking into onsideration the high satter of our

data, the breakdown of self-similarity is not found.

In Fig. 5 moment magnitude is plotted against loal magnitude. Loal magnitudes were estimated

aording to the formula given by Bakun and Joyner (1984):

ML = log(A) + 1.00 · log(D) + 0.00301 · D − 1.99 (10)
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where D is the epientral distane in kilometers and A is the largest S-wave amplitude measured in

nanometers on a ground displaement seismogram that has been �ltered with the response of a Wood-

Anderson seismograph. As Fig. 5 illustrates, the magnitude values for the Oroszlány mainshok and

its aftershoks integrate well into the earlier results. The least-squares �t to the extended data set

yields

Mw = (0.73 ± 0.02) · ML + (0.86 ± 0.05) (11)

with a rather high orrelation oe�ient of 0.98. The obtained regression line is in good agreement

with that suggested by Süle and Wéber (2013).

Soure mehanism

In this setion we estimate the soure mehanism (full moment tensor) of the Oroszlány mainshok

and its four aftershoks with loal magnitude ML ≥ 2. We �rst brie�y summarize the probabilisti

non-linear loal waveform inversion proedure employed in this study. Then we investigate the main

event in detail and show that the applied inversion method is suitable to determine the moment

tensor of loal events with su�ient reliability. Finally, the four seleted aftershoks are analyzed.

Method

The waveform inversion method we applied to determine the seismi moment tensor has been devel-

oped by Wéber (2006, 2009). It works in the point soure approximation and is summarized brie�y

in the following paragraphs.

We desribe a general seismi point soure by six independent moment tensor rate funtions

(MTRFs). MTRF desription of an earthquake allows the moment tensor to vary arbitrarily as a

funtion of time. If the Green's funtions (GFs), i.e. the veloity struture and hypoentral loation

are known, there is a linear onnetion between the seismograms and the MTRFs. Basially, the

MTRFs are obtained by deonvolving the GFs from the observed seismograms. For the generation

of the syntheti GFs, we employed a propagator matrix�wavenumber integration method (Wang and

Herrmann, 1980; Herrmann and Wang, 1985), whih allows us to alulate the entire wave�eld for

horizontally layered earth strutures. In this study, we used the same 1D veloity model as that

used for earthquake loalization (Table 1).
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In ase of short epientral distanes, however, routinely determined hypoenters are usually not

aurate enough to be used in foal mehanism inversion. Therefore, we must onsider hypoentral

oordinates as unknown parameters that makes the waveform inversion problem non-linear.

In the �rst step of our waveform inversion proedure, we use the hypoenter estimated by the

NonLinLo software as a priori information and the observed waveforms as data to map the PPDF

of the hypoenter using the ot-tree importane sampling algorithm (Lomax and Curtis, 2001). As a

result we get a large number of hypoentral solutions that are samples from the PPDF. Given these

samples, several statistial properties of the hypoentral oordinates an be determined, suh as the

maximum likelihood point, the mean, the median, et. For all hypoentral loations, the MTRFs

are alulated as well. Their distribution represents the unertainty of the MTRFs due to that of

the hypoenter.

Measurement errors and modeling errors also lead to MTRF unertainty even for a �xed soure

position. To estimate the overall unertainties of the retrieved MTRFs, we use a Monte Carlo

simulation tehnique (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2008). The proedure takes into aount the e�ets

of the random noise ontained in the seismograms, the unertainty of the hypoenter determined

in the previous step, and the inaurate knowledge of the veloity struture. By simulating the

unertainty of both the hypoenter and waveforms, in the seond step of the waveform inversion,

a large number of MTRF solutions is obtained that an be onsidered as samples from the PPDF

of the MTRF. Then statistial properties, suh as the maximum likelihood point, the mean, or the

median, an be dedued.

Assuming that the foal mehanism is onstant in time, in the third step of our waveform inversion

method, we deompose the previously obtained MTRFs into a time-invariant moment tensor and

a soure time funtion (STF). The problem is non-linear and is solved by an iterative L1 norm

minimization tehnique (Wéber, 2009). To allow only forward slip during the rupture proess, we

impose a positivity onstraint on the STF. After the deomposition of the MTRFs, a large number

of moment tensor and STF solutions are obtained that an be onsidered as samples from their

respetive PPDFs.

Summing up, the applied non-linear waveform inversion approah maps the PPDFs for the

hypoentral oordinates, the moment tensor, and the STF. In this study we generated 1000 samples

aording to the a posteriori distributions. The �nal estimates for the foal parameters are given
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by the maximum likelihood points.

�ílený et al. (1992) and, more reently, Vavry�uk and Kühn (2012) also desribe seismi point

soures by six independent MTRFs and invert waveforms for moment tensor and STF in two steps.

�ílený et al. (1992) work in the time domain, whereas Vavry�uk and Kühn (2012) alulate the

MTRFs and STF in the frequeny domain and estimate the moment tensor in the time domain.

The main di�erene between these methods and our waveform inversion proedure used in this

study is that our approah is a fully non-linear probabilisti one in both the hypoenter (entroid)

determination and the moment tensor estimation.

In order to analyze the distribution of the retrieved moment tensors, we �rst dedue their prin-

ipal axes. Then eah moment tensor is deomposed into an isotropi (ISO) part, representing an

explosive or implosive omponent, and into a deviatori part, ontaining both the double-ouple

(DC) and the ompensated linear vetor dipole (CLVD) omponents (Jost and Herrmann, 1989).

Finally, the 900 mehanisms (90 per ent of the 1000 Monte Carlo solutions) yielding the best good-

ness of �t values are displayed on the foal sphere as a satter plot. The extent of this satter plot

approximates well the 90 per ent on�dene region for the moment tensor.

In this study, the method of Riedesel and Jordan (1989) is employed to display the satter

plot of the moment tensor solution. The prinipal vetors (e1, e2, e3) of a moment tensor de�ne

the tension (T), neutral (N), and ompression (P) axes, while the prinipal values (λ1, λ2, λ3) give

their magnitudes. In the prinipal axis system, various unit vetors an be onstruted using various

linear ombinations of the prinipal vetors. The vetor that desribes a general soure mehanism is

m ∝ λ1e1+λ2e2+λ3e3, a double-ouple soure mehanism has the vetor representation d ∝ e1−e3,

the vetor orresponding to a purely isotropi soure is the vetor i ∝ e1 + e2 + e3, and two possible

CLVD vetors, l1 ∝ e1 − 0.5e2 − 0.5e3 and l2 ∝ 0.5e1 + 0.5e2 − e3, an also be de�ned. The satter

plot for the m vetor, together with the d, i, and l1,2 vetors orresponding to the best moment

tensor solution are then plotted on the surfae of the foal sphere. The great irle that onnets

the d and l1,2 vetors on the unit sphere de�nes the subspae on whih m must lie for a deviatori

soure. The distribution of the satter plot of m with respet to the d, i, and l1,2 vetors informs us

on the statistial signi�ane of the DC, ISO, and CLVD omponents of the solution: if the vetor

d lies within the satter plot of m, the mehanism is a double-ouple; for a reliable CLVD solution,

the satter plot lies on top of one of the l1,2 vetors; and when the satter plot lies o� the deviatori
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great irle, the isotropi portion is reliable.

Aording to the de�nitions given in Bowers and Hudson (1999), the salar seismi moments of

the isotropi and deviatori omponents of a general moment tensor M an be determined as

MISO =
1

3
· |Tr(M)| (12)

MDEV = max(|λ∗
i |; i = 1, 2, 3) (13)

where Tr(M) = λ1 + λ2 + λ3 denotes the trae of the moment tensor M and λ∗
i = λi − Tr(M)/3.

Then, to assess the relative amounts of the DC, CLVD and ISO omponents in a moment tensor,

we alulate their perentages in the following way:

ISO =
MISO

MISO + MDEV
× 100 (%) (14)

CLV D = 2

∣

∣

∣λ∗
|min|

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣λ∗
|max|

∣

∣

∣

× (100 − ISO) (%) (15)

DC = 100 − ISO − CLV D (%) (16)

where subsripts |min| and |max| refer to the minimum and the maximum of the absolute values

of λ∗
i . Equations (14)�(16) follow the de�nitions in the MoPaD tool (Krieger and Heimann, 2012)

and slightly di�er from those given in Vavry�uk (2005). The ISO and CLVD omponents are alled

the non-DC omponents of M. Due to errors and inompatibilities in the observed seismograms, as

well as the inomplete knowledge of the veloity distribution and earthquake hypoenter, waveform

inversion always produes earthquake mehanisms with non-DC omponents.

Mainshok

For estimating the full moment tensor of the Oroszlány mainshok, we used seismograms reorded at

nine loal seismi stations. The stations and omponents were manually seleted based on the signal-

to-noise ratio. Unfortunately, at two short-period PMMN stations near the epienter (PKSG and

PKST), the large-amplitude S-waves were lipped by the aquisition system and thus not used in the

inversion. A ausal bandpass �lter from 0.5 to 2 Hz was applied to the waveforms after transforming

them to displaement. The same �lter was applied to the displaement Green's funtions. The
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value of the lower ut-o� frequeny was ditated by the natural frequenies of the short-period

stations. Beause short wavelengths are more a�eted by small-sale heterogeneities of the medium

not modeled in our simple 1D veloity model, the high-frequeny ontent of the waveforms to be

inverted should be kept at a minimum. After some experiene we found that below 2 Hz our inversion

method produed stable solutions.

Our simple 1D earth model allows us to model su�iently the beginning of the P and S wave-

trains, but it is not detailed enough to model re�eted/onverted waves. For this reason, in the

inversion proedure we used �rst-arrival body waves only. For the vertial and radial omponents, the

proessed time window started at the arrival of the P-phase, whereas for the transverse omponent it

started at the S-phase. The length of the time window was hosen aording to the epientral distane

but it was shortened for some stations when it beame evident that the latter part of the seismograms

had not been reovered satisfatorily. The syntheti waveforms (GFs) were windowed in the same

way as the observed ones. Beause di�erenes between the true earth struture and our 1D model

onsiderably a�et the arrival time of seismi phases, before performing the waveform inversion we

applied a time shift between the synthetis and the data to obtain the optimal orrelation between

them. We allowed di�erent time shifts for the P-phase and the S-phase.

The waveform inversion results for the mainshok are presented in Fig. 6 and Table 4 (Event #1).

The retrieved optimum entroid is about 1.5 km to south-southeast from the epienter at a depth of

9 km. Fig. 7 ompares the observed seismograms and syntheti waveforms omputed using the best

(maximum likelihood) soure parameters. Due to the good signal-to-noise ratio and the azimuthally

well-distributed reording stations, the waveforms are �tted fairly well.

The retrieved mehanism is in agreement with the available lear readings of �rst-arrival P-wave

polarities and shows strike-slip faulting (Fig. 6). Fault slip is either right-lateral on a north�south-

striking, or left-lateral on an east�west-striking nodal plane. The DC omponent of the moment

tensor is 84 per ent. The STF has a single peak signi�ant at the 90 per ent on�dene level. The

MT satter plot ontains the DC vetor suggesting that the non-DC omponents have no statistial

signi�ane and a pure DC an be onsidered as the solution of the inversion. The on�ned zones

of the prinipal axes allow only a small variation of the orientation of the mehanism.

In order to investigate the robustness of our moment tensor solution, we repeated the whole

inversion proedure using only the six seismi stations with the smallest epientral distanes. The
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obtained results are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 6. The retrieved entroid oordinates agree with

the previous ones and the soure mehanism did not hange signi�antly as well. The unertainty

of the prinipal axes inreased a little bit, but it does not in�uene the reliability of the resulting

mehanism. These results show that our solution an be onsidered as robust.

In the on-line atalogs of the USGS NEIC, the GFZ German Researh Centre for Geosienes,

and the Istituto Nazionale di Geo�sia e Vulanologia (INGV), regional moment tensor solutions are

published for the Oroszlány main event. These regional moment tensors show very good agreement

with the soure mehanisms retrieved in this basially loal study (Fig. 8, Table 4). The USGS

NEIC solution is a pure DC mehanism, whereas the other two are pure deviatori ones with high

CLVD perentages. With respet to the entroid depth, our estimation of 9 km is smaller than those

obtained by the three agenies. The moment magnitude Mw = 4.0 of our solution is also slightly

lower than those from the other solutions (Mw = 4.2 − 4.4). Nevertheless, we an onlude that

the waveform inversion method applied in this study is suitable to estimate the earthquake soure

mehanism with su�ient reliability using loal waveforms exlusively.

Aftershoks

The Oroszlány mainshok was followed by four aftershoks with loal magnitude varying between

2.0 and 2.7. They were reorded by at least �ve seismi stations with signal-to-noise ratio large

enough to estimate their moment tensors using our waveform inversion proedure. To remove the

low- and high-frequeny noise from the relatively low-magnitude seismograms, we applied a ausal

bandpass �lter from 1.0 to 2.5 Hz to the displaement waveforms. The obtained soure mehanisms

are illustrated in Fig. 6 and listed in Table 4.

Three of the analyzed aftershoks have strike-slip mehanism very similar to that of the main-

shok, whereas the moment tensor of the fourth one (Event #28) shows thrust faulting with some

strike-slip omponent. All the retrieved mehanisms are in agreement with the �rst-arrival P-wave

polarities and the perentage of the DC omponent varies between 81 and 89 per ent. The STFs

have a single peak signi�ant at the 90 per ent on�dene level. Aording to the MT satter

plots, the non-DC omponents of the solutions are statistially insigni�ant. The satter plots of

the prinipal axes show that the orientation of the mehanisms are well resolved. The sub-horizontal

P-axis strikes about north-east�south-west for both the mainshok and all the analyzed aftershoks,
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oiniding with the general trend of the ompressional stress �eld in the epientral region (Bada et

al., 1999; Gerner et al., 1999). In Fig. 9 we summarize our soure mehanism solutions on a map of

the soure area.

Summary

In this paper we analyzed all seismi data available to us for the Oroszlány mainshok and its 67

aftershoks in order to estimate their soure parameters. Using a number of tehniques we were able

to demonstrate that the main soure properties an be determined with aeptable unertainties for

relatively small earthquakes in north-west Hungary.

Aording to the inversion of arrival times, the epientral oordinates of the mainshok were

18.375

◦
E ± 0.8 km and 47.482

◦
N ± 1.4 km (90 per ent on�dene) with an origin time of 17:41:38

UTC. The seleted 67 aftershoks were on�ned to a small region of a few squared kilometers next

to the mainshok. Considering the size of the epientral error ellipses, we an safely onlude that

the earthquakes studied in this paper ourred pratially in a single small-sale seismogeni zone.

The hypoentral depth of the main event was 5.1 ± 1.6 km. Most of the aftershoks ourred in the

depth region of 6�8 km.

We have determined the moment magnitude of the mainshok in two di�erent ways giving an

Mw = 4.0 from waveform inversion and an Mw = 4.2 from spetral analysis. The mismath of the

two estimates is not signi�ant. The moment magnitudes of the spetrally analyzed aftershoks

varies between 1.5 and 2.7.

Spetral soure parameters were determined from displaement soure spetra. The retrieved

parameters agree well with the results of Süle and Wéber (2013). The estimated soure radius is

about 1 km for the mainshok and varies between 62 and 335 m for the aftershoks. The derived

stati stress drop spans from 0.44× 105
to 17.60 × 105

Pa. All but one estimated stress drop values

are less than 1 MPa, signi�antly smaller than the value of 10 MPa suggested by Kanamori and

Anderson (1975) for intraplate earthquakes. This observation may be attributed to the general

weakness of the lithosphere due to the updoming of the mantle and the strong geothermal anomaly

harateristi to the inner part of the Pannonian basin.

We have suessfully estimated the full moment tensor of the mainshok and its four aftershoks

(2.0 ≤ ML ≤ 2.7) using a loal waveform inversion proedure. The non-DC omponents of the solu-
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tions are statistially insigni�ant. The negligible amount of the ISO omponent implies the tetoni

nature of the investigated events. In general, the obtained entroids di�er from the hypoenters just

within the alulated loation errors.

The moment tensor omputed for the mainshok shows a strike-slip mehanism with either right-

lateral slip on a north�south-striking, or left-lateral movement on an east�west-striking nodal plane.

Our result shows very good agreement with the regional moment tensor solutions published by other

agenies. Three of the analyzed aftershoks also had strike-slip mehanisms very similar to that of

the mainshok, whereas one event was a thrust faulting earthquake with some strike-slip omponent.

The sub-horizontal P-axis struk about north-east�south-west for both the mainshok and all the

analyzed aftershoks, agreeing well with the main stress pattern published for the soure area.

Data and resoures

Seismograms reorded by the Hungarian National Seismologial Network are available upon request.

Waveforms from the Paks Miroseismi Monitoring Network were provided by Georisk Ltd.; these

data are not aessible to the publi. Earthquake loations and regional moment tensor solutions

were taken from publi atalogs of the ISC (http://www.is.a.uk, last aessed May 2013), USGS

NEIC (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/, last aessed May 2013), GFZ (http://geofon.gfz-

potsdam.de, last aessed May 2013), EMSC (http://www.ems-sem.org, last aessed May 2013),

and INGV (http://www.bo.ingv.it/RCMT/, last aessed May 2013).

The syntheti Green's funtions were omputed using the omputer program hspe96, version

3.3, developed by Robert Herrmann, Department of Earth and Atmospheri Sienes, Saint Louis

University. This program is ontained in Computer Programs in Seismology, a software pakage

available at http://www.eas.slu.edu/People/RBHerrmann/CPS330.html (last aessed May 2013).

Earthquake loations were estimated using the NonLinLo software pakage developed by Anthony

Lomax (http://alomax.free.fr/software.html, last aessed May 2013). Figures were prepared using

the Generi Mapping Tools software, version 4.5.8 (Wessel and Smith, 1998).
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Table 1: The 1D earth model used in this study.

Layer P-wave S-wave Density

thikness veloity veloity (g/m

3
)

(km) (km/s) (km/s)

3.0 5.30 3.05 2.76

16.0 5.74 3.30 2.85

7.0 6.29 3.61 2.96

∞ 7.93 4.56 3.29

P- and S-wave veloities are after Grázer and Wéber (2012). For density ρ, an empirial law is

used: ρ = 1.7 + 0.2vP , where ρ is measured in g/m

3
and vP in km/s.

Table 2: Estimated hypoentral parameters of the studied earthquakes.

Event Date Time Lon. Lat. Depth Covariane (km

2
) ML

No. (yyyy-mm-dd) (hh:mm:ss) (

◦

E) (

◦

N) (km) Cxx Cxy Cxz Cyy Cyz Czz

1 2011-01-29 17:41:38 18.375 47.482 5.1 0.233 -0.083 0.078 0.690 -0.540 0.927 4.5

2 2011-01-29 17:44:43 18.367 47.471 7.6 0.636 0.041 -0.029 3.923 -2.353 4.685 1.5

3 2011-01-29 17:46:49 18.353 47.479 8.5 1.457 -0.874 1.523 7.303 -4.175 9.227 0.7

4 2011-01-29 17:56:36 18.363 47.463 7.2 0.633 -0.208 0.427 4.095 -2.205 4.437 0.3

5 2011-01-29 18:05:31 18.373 47.471 8.0 0.428 -0.048 0.003 3.087 -1.716 4.064 1.6

6 2011-01-29 18:18:34 18.357 47.470 5.5 0.367 -0.171 -0.023 2.533 -1.413 2.777 1.7

7 2011-01-29 19:40:02 18.365 47.466 7.4 0.574 -0.174 0.107 3.886 -1.618 5.119 1.0

8 2011-01-29 19:57:54 18.362 47.461 7.6 0.986 -0.176 0.460 5.519 -2.953 5.162 0.5

9 2011-01-29 20:42:20 18.371 47.465 7.6 0.786 0.201 0.026 5.090 -2.056 4.505 0.5

10 2011-01-29 20:51:07 18.375 47.468 6.9 0.525 -0.094 0.097 3.628 -1.962 4.261 1.3

11 2011-01-29 20:52:47 18.364 47.468 7.0 0.614 -0.091 0.244 3.687 -2.014 4.474 0.9

12 2011-01-29 21:06:27 18.367 47.475 6.3 0.717 -0.175 0.192 4.168 -2.221 5.226 0.7

13 2011-01-29 23:02:05 18.354 47.466 6.1 0.650 0.187 0.093 3.472 -1.564 4.549 0.3

14 2011-01-29 23:36:49 18.363 47.468 7.2 0.661 0.016 0.274 3.963 -2.207 4.545 0.4

15 2011-01-29 23:50:30 18.368 47.466 6.9 0.608 -0.174 0.247 4.031 -2.030 4.449 0.4

16 2011-01-30 00:19:11 18.365 47.468 7.8 0.404 -0.252 0.198 2.673 -1.913 4.424 1.4

17 2011-01-30 00:31:08 18.367 47.471 7.5 0.528 0.257 -0.078 4.422 -2.588 5.112 1.1

18 2011-01-30 01:27:50 18.366 47.461 7.0 0.585 0.142 0.167 3.970 -1.699 4.369 0.4

19 2011-01-30 01:35:13 18.365 47.469 7.4 0.549 0.023 0.230 3.889 -2.015 4.361 0.6

20 2011-01-30 04:41:19 18.356 47.466 6.4 0.636 -0.137 0.209 3.739 -1.827 4.173 0.7

21 2011-01-30 10:34:25 18.365 47.471 7.2 0.563 -0.280 0.396 4.265 -2.741 5.123 1.0

22 2011-01-30 13:34:29 18.367 47.480 2.8 0.488 -0.248 0.043 2.044 -0.816 2.185 2.0

23 2011-01-30 14:47:24 18.366 47.467 6.3 0.740 -0.045 0.348 4.633 -1.944 5.169 0.5

24 2011-01-30 20:58:46 18.363 47.471 5.4 0.279 -0.238 0.276 1.298 -1.370 2.179 2.7

25 2011-01-30 21:11:39 18.359 47.462 7.2 0.695 -0.341 0.406 4.388 -2.277 4.654 0.7

26 2011-01-30 21:21:34 18.365 47.466 6.9 0.691 -0.142 0.596 3.730 -2.037 5.078 0.3

27 2011-01-30 21:57:39 18.373 47.465 7.1 0.613 0.047 0.198 3.759 -1.890 4.273 0.7

28 2011-01-31 00:25:29 18.365 47.469 5.2 0.275 -0.202 0.181 1.320 -1.351 2.049 2.4

29 2011-01-31 10:05:39 18.356 47.465 6.3 0.671 -0.114 0.316 3.485 -1.925 4.406 1.2

30 2011-02-01 00:45:40 18.374 47.470 7.7 1.181 -0.836 0.176 8.363 -2.747 6.555 0.3

31 2011-02-01 02:02:45 18.363 47.462 7.3 0.555 -0.128 0.348 3.837 -2.247 4.640 0.4

32 2011-02-01 17:44:39 18.375 47.471 7.1 1.124 -0.128 0.558 0.859 0.854 3.370 0.2

33 2011-02-02 00:27:52 18.363 47.471 6.5 0.809 -0.015 0.441 0.839 1.018 3.497 0.2

34 2011-02-02 01:46:10 18.366 47.470 7.7 0.501 -0.034 0.114 0.562 0.431 1.884 0.6
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Table 2: � ontinued

Event Date Time Lon. Lat. Depth Covariane (km

2
) ML

No. (yyyy-mm-dd) (hh:mm:ss) (

◦

E) (

◦

N) (km) Cxx Cxy Cxz Cyy Cyz Czz

35 2011-02-02 02:04:56 18.361 47.465 6.4 0.601 -0.009 0.371 0.489 0.675 2.987 0.5

36 2011-02-02 03:30:04 18.369 47.468 7.2 0.324 -0.068 -0.033 0.418 0.319 1.173 1.1

37 2011-02-02 03:54:10 18.363 47.469 6.5 1.038 -0.008 0.824 0.744 0.802 3.791 0.5

38 2011-02-02 11:29:31 18.371 47.468 7.5 0.491 -0.011 0.147 0.500 0.497 1.829 1.4

39 2011-02-04 05:37:59 18.373 47.466 6.9 1.986 -0.293 1.564 0.946 0.455 4.310 0.1

40 2011-02-04 14:23:21 18.365 47.466 7.3 0.260 0.054 0.055 0.346 0.455 1.696 1.0

41 2011-02-05 11:08:36 18.363 47.467 7.4 0.336 0.075 0.133 0.453 0.536 1.718 1.4

42 2011-02-06 12:45:24 18.375 47.468 7.3 0.406 0.075 0.089 0.477 0.529 2.061 1.1

43 2011-02-09 01:28:53 18.374 47.467 7.4 0.407 0.189 0.124 0.593 0.593 1.886 1.1

44 2011-02-09 05:44:51 18.367 47.468 7.3 1.513 0.298 0.121 1.110 1.292 3.864 0.4

45 2011-02-10 20:18:34 18.367 47.466 6.9 0.936 0.097 0.296 0.587 0.710 2.513 0.3

46 2011-02-15 01:56:29 18.375 47.466 7.3 0.836 0.175 0.703 0.598 0.747 3.008 0.4

47 2011-02-15 02:57:34 18.369 47.468 6.7 0.783 0.141 0.821 0.605 0.868 3.992 -0.1

48 2011-02-15 09:02:38 18.363 47.469 6.8 0.464 0.163 0.218 0.759 1.022 2.997 0.8

49 2011-02-16 05:15:08 18.362 47.470 6.6 0.494 0.076 0.293 0.608 0.793 2.663 0.2

50 2011-02-16 20:29:10 18.365 47.466 7.2 0.475 0.143 0.112 0.724 0.846 2.829 1.6

51 2011-02-16 21:48:41 18.375 47.469 7.5 0.362 0.065 -0.024 0.601 0.616 2.074 1.8

52 2011-02-16 22:25:03 18.375 47.469 7.8 0.468 0.135 0.098 0.676 0.727 2.216 1.6

53 2011-02-18 02:00:06 18.373 47.468 6.5 0.437 0.163 0.231 0.591 0.856 2.828 0.4

54 2011-02-18 21:43:03 18.371 47.466 6.5 0.437 0.231 0.281 0.552 0.666 2.222 0.8

55 2011-02-18 22:58:05 18.369 47.469 6.7 0.464 0.192 0.186 0.703 0.861 2.507 1.0

56 2011-02-21 01:20:21 18.371 47.469 6.6 0.794 0.121 0.734 0.891 1.163 3.784 0.7

57 2011-02-23 04:16:13 18.373 47.471 7.2 0.380 0.184 0.171 0.544 0.562 1.653 0.6

58 2011-02-23 16:50:25 18.375 47.468 7.2 0.584 0.251 0.479 0.601 0.789 2.581 1.6

59 2011-02-28 06:25:02 18.373 47.468 7.3 0.548 0.183 0.165 0.762 0.916 2.501 0.5

60 2011-02-28 07:02:44 18.373 47.466 7.1 0.389 0.140 0.125 0.476 0.570 1.933 0.8

61 2011-03-04 19:58:12 18.371 47.454 1.9 0.895 -0.328 -0.180 1.213 2.005 5.844 0.2

62 2011-03-08 13:04:32 18.361 47.466 6.0 0.485 -0.106 -0.038 0.948 1.485 4.077 0.5

63 2011-03-10 01:06:57 18.363 47.467 6.7 0.293 0.051 0.094 0.447 0.588 1.919 0.7

64 2011-03-11 01:45:24 18.365 47.467 6.6 0.225 -0.013 -0.099 0.235 0.044 0.488 2.3

65 2011-03-11 01:49:39 18.367 47.466 6.9 0.432 0.071 0.183 0.503 0.664 2.525 0.3

66 2011-03-11 15:34:54 18.363 47.465 7.1 0.444 0.049 0.213 0.521 0.635 2.447 0.9

67 2011-03-11 18:52:34 18.367 47.471 7.6 0.958 -0.001 0.543 0.620 0.665 2.843 0.1

68 2011-03-12 02:42:01 18.375 47.468 7.2 0.317 0.066 0.053 0.426 0.421 1.429 1.0

Event #1 is the 29 January 2011 Oroszlány mainshok, the rest of the events are its aftershoks.

Loal magnitude (ML) data are olleted from the Hungarian National Seismologial Bulletin

(Grázer et al., 2012).
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Table 3: Estimated spetral soure parameters of the mainshok and 24 aftershoks.

Event ML Mw MP
0 EMP

0 MS
0 EMS

0 fP
c EfP

c fS
c EfS

c rP rS
∆σP

∆σS

No. (Nm) (Nm) (Hz) (Hz) (m) (m) (10
5
Pa)

1 4.5 4.2 1.38E+15 1.46 3.68E+15 2.16 1.9 1.39 1.3 1.73 970 972 6.67 17.60

5 1.5 1.9 3.57E+11 1.38 1.76E+12 1.70 11.7 1.03 6.6 1.59 153 185 0.44 1.21

6 1.7 2.3 5.54E+11 1.24 1.39E+13 1.53 16.0 1.37 8.1 1.78 112 221 1.70 5.56

7 1.0 1.6 2.40E+11 1.50 3.33E+11 1.20 - - - - - - - -

10 1.3 1.7 2.48E+11 1.59 8.68E+11 1.68 - - 13.8 1.88 - 88 - 5.40

16 1.4 1.7 2.10E+11 1.97 5.33E+11 2.52 - - - - - - - -

17 1.1 1.6 2.81E+11 1.53 3.46E+11 2.14 - - - - - - - -

21 1.0 1.6 1.47E+11 1.73 3.84E+11 2.44 - - - - - - - -

22 2.0 2.2 1.94E+12 1.68 3.31E+12 2.62 10.1 1.98 7.6 1.54 176 162 1.51 3.37

24 2.7 2.7 7.68E+12 2.45 1.86E+13 3.24 5.7 1.95 5.7 1.78 318 216 1.04 8.08

28 2.4 2.5 4.91E+12 2.89 1.00E+13 2.69 5.4 1.78 5.7 1.98 335 212 0.57 8.36

29 1.2 1.7 2.53E+11 1.54 7.33E+11 1.65 - - - - - - - -

36 1.1 1.6 1.88E+11 1.45 4.17E+11 1.86 - - - - - - - -

38 1.4 1.9 2.38E+11 1.46 2.14E+12 1.78 - - - - - - - -

40 1.0 1.6 1.68E+11 1.80 6.42E+11 1.39 - - - - - - - -

41 1.4 2.0 5.79E+11 1.52 2.20E+12 2.29 - - - - - - - -

42 1.1 1.8 2.91E+11 1.29 8.56E+11 1.26 - - - - - - - -

43 1.1 1.5 1.34E+11 1.52 2.73E+11 1.51 - - - - - - - -

50 1.6 1.6 1.40E+11 2.05 7.80E+11 1.69 - - 9.4 1.92 - 130 - 1.53

51 1.8 2.1 9.43E+11 2.55 1.91E+12 1.97 15.8 1.29 7.5 1.93 114 162 2.80 1.93

52 1.6 2.0 7.21E+11 2.36 1.99E+12 2.55 15.6 1.50 5.1 1.55 115 240 2.07 0.63

55 1.0 1.8 4.27E+11 2.63 7.05E+11 2.07 - - - - - - - -

58 1.6 1.8 2.49E+11 1.66 1.40E+12 2.18 18.4 1.33 8.7 1.81 62 140 4.44 2.21

64 2.3 2.5 3.69E+12 1.75 1.04E+13 2.48 9.8 1.78 6.0 1.93 184 204 2.52 5.38

68 1.0 1.6 1.51E+11 2.36 5.09E+11 1.71 - - - - - - - -

ML: loal magnitude; Mw: moment magnitude; M0: salar moment; fc: orner frequeny; r: soure
radius; ∆σ: stress drop; EM0 and Efc: multipliative error fator for M0 and fc, respetively.

Results are given for P- and S-wave data separately.

Table 4: Centroids and soure mehanisms of the mainshok and four aftershoks.

Event Mw Lon. Lat. Depth Strike Dip Rake DC CLV D ISO No. of Soure

No. (

◦

E) (

◦

N) (km) (

◦

) (

◦

) (

◦

) (%) (%) (%) stations

1 4.0 18.381 47.467 9 2 / 268 76 / 73 -163 / -15 84 0 16 9

4.0 18.381 47.467 9 1 / 267 77 / 75 -165 / -13 86 2 12 6

4.2 18.320 47.560 15 355 / 265 90 / 80 -170 / 0 100 � � 17 NEIC

4.3 18.269 47.450 13 2 / 93 84 / 79 169 / 6 57 43 � 42 GFZ

4.4 18.340 47.490 17 187 / 96 81 / 83 -172 / -9 63 37 � 13 INGV

22 2.0 18.372 47.458 9 354 / 85 71 / 87 177 / 19 82 1 17 6

24 2.4 18.364 47.479 8 351 / 81 89 / 88 178 / 1 89 2 9 5

28 2.3 18.363 47.473 8 332 / 99 51 / 54 130 / 52 81 1 18 5

64 2.3 18.379 47.462 8 2 / 270 83 / 67 -157 / -7 82 1 17 7

Moment magnitude (Mw) and the number of stations used in the waveform inversion are also given.

Solutions published by other agenies for the mainshok (Event #1) are indiated as well. (DC,

CLV D and ISO: perentages of the double-ouple, ompensated linear vetor dipole and isotropi

omponents, respetively.)
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Figure aptions

Figure 1:

Map showing the most signi�ant earthquakes that ourred in Hungary in the last 250 years (ir-

les) and seismi stations that were operational in the ountry at the time of the Oroszlány event

(diamonds: broad-band stations; triangles: short-period stations). Station odes and event data are

also indiated. Short-period temporary stations BOKD and VSOM (inverse triangles) were oper-

ated between 1 February and 13 April, 2011, in order to better reord the aftershoks. The blak

retangle in the left panel enirles the seismially ative Berhida - Mór - Komárom region that is

enlarged in the right panel. The olor version of this �gure is available only in the eletroni edition.

Figure 2:

Left panel: Epientral solutions and their 90 per ent on�dene ellipses for the 29 January 2011

Oroszlány mainshok. The depited estimates have been determined by the present study, the

EMSC, ISC, USGS NEIC, and KRSO. Right panel: Cross-setions of the posterior probability

density funtion for the hypoenter of the main event illustrated as satter density plots. Square

denotes the maximum likelihood solution. Coordinates are relative to an arbitrarily hosen origin.

The olor version of this �gure is available only in the eletroni edition.

Figure 3:

Epientral distribution of the 29 January 2011 Oroszlány mainshok and its seleted 67 aftershoks

as published in the Hungarian National Seismologial Bulletin (left panel) and as determined in the

present study (right panel). Symbol size is proportional to event magnitude. The olor version of

this �gure is available only in the eletroni edition.

Figure 4:

Plot of soure radius r versus seismi moment M0 for both P- and S-waves. Solid irles represent

data for the Oroszlány mainshok and its aftershoks obtained in the present study, whereas open

irles depit data published in Süle and Wéber (2013). Lines of onstant stress drop are also shown.

ρ denotes the orrelation oe�ient.

Figure 5:

Relationship between loal (ML) and moment (Mw) magnitudes. Solid irles represent data for the

Oroszlány mainshok and its aftershoks obtained in the present study, whereas open irles depit

data published in Süle and Wéber (2013). The well-onstrained best-�tting regression line is also
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shown. ρ denotes the orrelation oe�ient.

Figure 6:

Soure mehanisms and satter density plots for the Oroszlány mainshok (Event #1) and its four

most signi�ant aftershoks obtained by loal waveform inversion. For displaying the satter plot

of the moment tensor (MT), the method of Riedesel and Jordan (1989) is employed (solid irle:

m vetor representing the moment tensor solution; square: d vetor for the DC omponent; trian-

gles: l1,2 vetors for the CLVD omponents; inverse triangle: i vetor for the isotropi part). The

great irle onneting the d and l1,2 vetors de�nes pure deviatori mehanisms. The 90 per ent

on�dene regions for the m vetor and the prinipal axes are approximated well by the extent

of the orresponding satter plots. The STF plot represents how the moment rate hanges with

time. The thin grey lines illustrate the 90 per ent on�dene region. The beah ball represents the

deviatori part of the mehanism (shaded area: ompression; open area: dilatation). First-arrival

P-wave polarities are indiated as well (solid irle: ompression; open irle: dilatation). Equal

area projetion of lower hemisphere is used. The olor version of this �gure is available only in the

eletroni edition.

Figure 7:

Waveform omparison for the Oroszlány mainshok. The observed seismograms (grey lines) are

bandpass �ltered with ut-o� frequenies of 0.5 and 2 Hz. The syntheti waveforms (blak lines)

are omputed using the MTRFs obtained by waveform inversion. On the left-hand side of eah

row, station ode, epientral distane in km (dist), and station azimuth (az) are indiated. The

numbers on the right-hand side of eah waveform represent the normalized orrelation (orr) and

the maximum amplitude in nm (amp). Waveform �t for omponents not used in the inversion is

also shown. For station loations, see Fig. 1.

Figure 8:

Comparison of the regional moment tensor solutions for the Oroszlány mainshok obtained by the

USGS NEIC, the GFZ, and the INGV with the soure mehanisms estimated in this paper using

waveforms reorded at 9 and 6 seismi stations, respetively. Only deviatori omponents are shown

(shaded area: ompression; open area: dilatation). Equal area projetion of lower hemisphere is

used.

Figure 9:
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Soure mehanisms of the Oroszlány mainshok (Event #1) and its four most signi�ant aftershoks

on a map of the soure area. Event numbers are also indiated. Beahball size is proportional to

event magnitude (shaded area: ompression; open area: dilatation). Equal area projetion of lower

hemisphere is used. The olor version of this �gure is available only in the eletroni edition.
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Figure 1: Map showing the most signi�ant earthquakes that ourred in Hungary in the last 250

years (irles) and seismi stations that were operational in the ountry at the time of the Oroszlány

event (diamonds: broad-band stations; triangles: short-period stations). Station odes and event

data are also indiated. Short-period temporary stations BOKD and VSOM (inverse triangles) were

operated between 1 February and 13 April, 2011, in order to better reord the aftershoks. The

blak retangle in the left panel enirles the seismially ative Berhida - Mór - Komárom region

that is enlarged in the right panel. The olor version of this �gure is available only in the eletroni

edition.
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Figure 2: Left panel: Epientral solutions and their 90 per ent on�dene ellipses for the 29 January

2011 Oroszlány mainshok. The depited estimates have been determined by the present study, the

EMSC, ISC, USGS NEIC, and KRSO. Right panel: Cross-setions of the posterior probability

density funtion for the hypoenter of the main event illustrated as satter density plots. Square

denotes the maximum likelihood solution. Coordinates are relative to an arbitrarily hosen origin.

The olor version of this �gure is available only in the eletroni edition.
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Figure 3: Epientral distribution of the 29 January 2011 Oroszlány mainshok and its seleted

67 aftershoks as published in the Hungarian National Seismologial Bulletin (left panel) and as

determined in the present study (right panel). Symbol size is proportional to event magnitude. The

olor version of this �gure is available only in the eletroni edition.
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Figure 4: Plot of soure radius r versus seismi moment M0 for both P- and S-waves. Solid irles

represent data for the Oroszlány mainshok and its aftershoks obtained in the present study, whereas

open irles depit data published in Süle and Wéber (2013). Lines of onstant stress drop are also

shown. ρ denotes the orrelation oe�ient.
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Figure 5: Relationship between loal (ML) and moment (Mw) magnitudes. Solid irles represent

data for the Oroszlány mainshok and its aftershoks obtained in the present study, whereas open

irles depit data published in Süle and Wéber (2013). The well-onstrained best-�tting regression

line is also shown. ρ denotes the orrelation oe�ient.
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Figure 6: Soure mehanisms and satter density plots for the Oroszlány mainshok (Event #1) and

its four most signi�ant aftershoks obtained by loal waveform inversion. For displaying the satter

plot of the moment tensor (MT), the method of Riedesel and Jordan (1989) is employed (solid

irle: m vetor representing the moment tensor solution; square: d vetor for the DC omponent;

triangles: l1,2 vetors for the CLVD omponents; inverse triangle: i vetor for the isotropi part).

The great irle onneting the d and l1,2 vetors de�nes pure deviatori mehanisms. The 90 per

ent on�dene regions for the m vetor and the prinipal axes are approximated well by the extent

of the orresponding satter plots. The STF plot represents how the moment rate hanges with

time. The thin grey lines illustrate the 90 per ent on�dene region. The beah ball represents the

deviatori part of the mehanism (shaded area: ompression; open area: dilatation). First-arrival

P-wave polarities are indiated as well (solid irle: ompression; open irle: dilatation). Equal

area projetion of lower hemisphere is used. The olor version of this �gure is available only in the

eletroni edition.
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Figure 7: Waveform omparison for the Oroszlány mainshok. The observed seismograms (grey

lines) are bandpass �ltered with ut-o� frequenies of 0.5 and 2 Hz. The syntheti waveforms (blak

lines) are omputed using the MTRFs obtained by waveform inversion. On the left-hand side of

eah row, station ode, epientral distane in km (dist), and station azimuth (az) are indiated. The

numbers on the right-hand side of eah waveform represent the normalized orrelation (orr) and

the maximum amplitude in nm (amp). Waveform �t for omponents not used in the inversion is

also shown. For station loations, see Fig. 1.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the regional moment tensor solutions for the Oroszlány mainshok obtained

by the USGS NEIC, the GFZ, and the INGV with the soure mehanisms estimated in this paper

using waveforms reorded at 9 and 6 seismi stations, respetively. Only deviatori omponents are

shown (shaded area: ompression; open area: dilatation). Equal area projetion of lower hemisphere

is used.
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Figure 9: Soure mehanisms of the Oroszlány mainshok (Event #1) and its four most signi�ant

aftershoks on a map of the soure area. Event numbers are also indiated. Beahball size is

proportional to event magnitude (shaded area: ompression; open area: dilatation). Equal area

projetion of lower hemisphere is used. The olor version of this �gure is available only in the

eletroni edition.
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